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ABSTRACT 
Intrinsic characterizations of the faces of a matroid polytope from various subcol- 
lections of circuits or the family of its non-Radon partitions are given. Furthermore, it 
is proved that the characterization from the family of non-Radon partitions is strong 
enough to give algorithms for determining the faces of every nonsingular permissible 
projective transformation of a convex polytope. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of oriented matroids, introduced independently by R. G. 
Bland and M. Las Vergnas and by J. Folkman and J. Lawrence, can be 
viewed as an appropriate axiomatic context for the combinatorial theory of 
polytopes. It is with this thought in mind that in this paper we generalize to 
matroid polytopes some theorems of M. Breen [3], by proving that a polytope 
may be reconstructed from various subcollections of primitive partitions. 
Additionally we obtain short proofs of recent results of Munson [ll] and 
Bachem and Wanka [l]. Furthermore, a characterization of the faces of a 
matroid polytope from its non-Radon partitions is given, which is a new result 
even for convex polytopes. 
The reader is referred to [2, 61 for basic properties of oriented matroids 
and to [8] for the theory of convexity in oriented matroids. Las Vergnas’s 
notation [2, 8, 91 is followed with minor changes. 
For the contemporary trends in problem areas of the combinatorial theory 
of polytopes, the reader is referred to [7, 10, 121. 
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2. RECONSTRUCTING POLYTOPES 
Let M(E) be an acyclic oriented matroid. For x E E let %‘% denote the 
subcollection of signed circuits of M defined in the following manner: X 
belongs to %‘1 iff either: 
(2.1.1) x E & or 
(2.1.2) IX]< rank M, 
where X is the support of X. Define 
& = { A : A c E, KM is an acyclic oriented matroid} . 
Our goal is to establish the relationship between the faces of a matroid 
polytope M (i.e. an acyclic oriented matroid) and the signed circuits [or the 
non-Radon partition] of the matroid polytope M. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M(E) be a matroid polytope, and choose an element 
x of E. Then for every subset F of E the following four conditions are 
equivalent: 
(2.2.1) F is a face of the matroid polytope M. 
(2.2.2) For every signed circuit X of M, if X+ c F then we have also 
X-CF. 
(2.2.3) For every signed circuit X belonging to %‘%, if X+ c F then 
X-CF. 
(2.2.4) For every set A of the family AZ’, A n F belongs also to the 
family &. 
From the equivalence (2.2.1) = (2.2.2) we derive easily some results of 
Munson [ll, Theorem 2.2.61 and Bachem and Wanka [l, Theorem 2.61. (See 
Corollary 2.4 below for more details.) The equivalences (2.2.1) e (2.2.2) e 
(2.2.3) generalize theorems of Breen for convex polytopes [3, Theorems 4, 5, 
61. The equivalence (2.2.1) a (2.2.4) is a new result even for convex poly- 
topes. If convP is a convex polytope, where P denotes its vertex set, the 
equivalence (2.2.1) e (2.2.4) gives algorithms for determining the faces of 
every convex polytope conv T(P) obtained from conv P by a nonsingular 
projective transformation T, permissible for P. Indeed there is a subset A C P 
such that @*r*(P) = M&T(P)), where M,,,(E) denotes the oriented 
matroid of the affine dependencies of E over Iw [5, Theorem 1.21. And it is 
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easy to calculate 
In fact, from the definitions, &’ = {A AX: FM,,(P) is an acyclic oriented 
matroid}. We remark that, in general, the vertex set of conv T(P) is a proper 
subset of T( I’). 
DEFINITION 2.3. We say that a matroid polytope M(E) has the chord 
property if, for every signed circuit X of M and for every partition X, U X, 
(Xi f 0 ) of the support X of X, there is a single element extension M '( E U p) 
of M such that there are two signed circuits Y, and Ys of M' with supports 
respectively equal to X, U p and X, U p. 
We remark that under the conditions of Definition 2.3, by the elimination 
property we have necessarily for i = 1,2 that Yi+ \ p = X’ n Xi and Yi- \ p 
= X- n Xi or the opposite case, i.e., Yi+ \ p = XP n Xi and Yi- \ p = 
X + n Xi. In [l] a more general property is defined: M(E) has the intersec- 
tion property if, for every nonmodular pair of flats F, G of rank at least 2, 
there is a single element extension M '( E U p) of M(E) such that p E FM’ n 
GM’ and rankM( F n G)+ 1= rankM,(FM’ n if?'). If we suppose that p is 
not a parallel element of M' (i.e. if ]Xi] > 2, i = 1,2), then it is easy to see 
that the chord property is also an intersection property (see [l], proof of 
Theorem 2.2). The oriented matroids of the affine dependencies of finite set 
of points in Iw ’ are example of matroids with the intersection property (or the 
chord property). We remark also that, in the particular case of the oriented 
graphic matroids, the chord property guarantees a trivial fact, i.e., that two 
different vertices of a cycle can be joined by a new edge (a chord). 
COROLLARY 2.4 [l, 111. Let M(E) be a rnutroid polytope. Suppose that 
F is a face of M. Then, 
(2.4.1) Conv,,(E 1 F)n FM'=0 for every acyclic single element exten- 
sion M’ of M. 
Conversely, suppose that the mutroid polytope M has the chord property. 
Then, if condition (2.4.1) holds f or a subset F of E, F is necessarily a face 
of M. 
Corollary 2.4 above generalizes for matroid polytopes the following 
well-known characterization of a face of a convex polytope [its proof (from 
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Corollary 2.4) is left to the reader]: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let P be a convex polytope, and let F c V = vert P. 
Then conv F is a face of P if and only if 
(2.5.1) conv(V \ F)naffF =0. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. If F is a face of M, then from Theorem 2.2, 
condition (2.2.2) holds. But in this case condition (2.4.1) holds as well. 
Indeed, if condition (2.4.1) is not true, there are two signed circuits Y, and Ys 
of M’(E u p) such that Y; c E \ F, Y: = p, (Y,’ U Y; ) \ p C F, p E Y;. 
Eliminating p between Y, and Ys, we obtain a circuit X of M such that 
X+ = Yc and X- = Y; u(Y; \ p). Then X+ c F but X- c F, and condi- 
tion (2.2.2) is not true. 
Conversely if M has the chord property, then it is clear from the 
definitions that (2.4.1) * (2.2.2). Hence if (2.4.1) is true, then (2.2.2) holds 
and from Theorem 2.2 condition (2.2.1) holds as well, i.e., F is a face of M. W 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
3.1. Proof That (2.2.1) * (2.2.2) * (2.2.4) j (2.2.1) 
The implication (2.2.1) * (2.2.2) is clear. Indeed, if (2.2.2) is not true, 
there is a signed circuit X such that X+ c F but X- c F. We know that F is 
a face of M iff there are positive cocircuits Y,, Y,, . . . , Y,, such that E \ F = 
r: u . . . U Y,’ . But then F cannot be a face, by the orthogonality property: 
indeed, X+flE\F=0 and X_nE\F#0. 
We prove that (2.2.2) * (2.2.4). Suppose that (2.2.4) does not hold, i.e., 
there is A E &’ such that A n F P x2. Then there is a circuit X such that 
X+ c An F and X- c E \(A n F). We cannot have X- c E \ A, because 
A E .z?. Then X- n E \ F # 0, and then (2.2.2) does not hold either. 
We prove (2.2.4) * (2.2.1). Suppose that (2.2.4) is true. Let ~2’ = {A n 
F : A E .& }. From the definitions JZ?’ = A : xM( F) is an acyclic oriented 
matroid}. It results from (2.2.4) that the poset .&’ is an ideal of &, i.e., 
&‘={A:AE&, AcF}.Let~(~‘)betheMijbiusfunctionoftheposet 
.& (JG?‘). From [4, Corollary 2.101, p’( 0, F) = ( - l)‘&‘. As .G?’ is an ideal 
of &, /~(0,F)=(-l)=~~. But then, still as a consequence of [4, Corollary 
2.101, F is a face of M, i.e., (2.2.1) is also true. 
3.2. Proof of the Equivalence (2.2.2) = (2.2.3) 
The implication (2.2.2) = (2.2.3) is trivial. We prove (2.2.3) =. (2.2.2). 
Suppose that (2.2.3) holds. Let X = (X’, X- ) be a signed circuit of M, and 
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suppose that X 4 %?x and X+ c F. Let xi E X-. Then X \ 1ci is a basis of 
M, and there is only one signed circuit X, = (XT, XL ) of M such that 
Xi c (& \ X~)U x, so that x must belong to X; (and then Xi E ‘%‘%). We 
consider two cases according as XT c F or Xc c F. 
Case 1 (Xl c F). As by construction Xi E wx and by hypothesis (2.2.3) 
holds, we have XT C F (in particular x E F). Let a E X \ Xi. By the circuit 
elimination axiom (applied to X and X, or - Xi) we can construct a new 
circuit Z such that 1c E Z and Z+ c (JC, U X+ ) \ a. As Z E qz, (2.2.3) holds, 
and Z+ c F, we have also Z- c F. As X is one of the two opposite signed 
circuits such that 3 c Z U X, \ x, we have necessarily X c F; in particular, 
X- c F, and (2.2.2) holds. 
Case 2 (Xc c F). Let x2 E (XT n X-)\ F. By the circuit elimination 
axiom (applied to X and Xi) we can construct a new circuit X, such that 
Xl c Xc u X+ \ x2, x E Xi c XT u X- \ x2. By construction Xl n E \ F 
c Xc n(E \ F)\ x2, and then 1(X,’ n(E \ F)I < IX: n(E \ F)J. If Xl n 
E \ F = 0, we can finish the proof as in case 1. If Xl n E \ F f 0, let 
x3 E Xl n X- = Xl n(E \ F). By the circuit elimination axiom (applied to 
X and X,) there is a signed circuit X, such that X; c Xl U X+ \ x3 c XT 
U X+ \ {x2, x3} and x E X; c Xi U X+ \ x2. Then IX; n(E \ F)I < IX,’ 
n (E \ F)(. By this argument we are sure that there is a signed circuit X, 
such that X, E gr, X, \ x c X, and Xl c F. So we can finish the proof as in 
case 1. 
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